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Presentation

1) Why focus on evidence use?
2) What are we learning?
3) What are the implications for your work?
Supporting Research to Improve the Lives of Young People to inform policy and practice
Rigorous Scientific Inquiry

- Early research
- Theory
  - Explanatory frameworks
  - Testable propositions
- Empirical Rigor
  - Research design
  - Methods
  - Measures

- Investment
  - $25M in grants
  - 65 studies
What does it mean to use evidence?
Identify What Works
Implement What Works
Evaluation
Improve Outcomes
Research or Evaluation data
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Evidence-Informed Policy
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Different Uses of Evidence
Conceptual Uses

- Measuring tool
- Magnifying glass
- Light bulb
- Consensus discussion
How can we promote evidence use?
partnership
routines
Guiding tips, work samples, and resources for partnerships
TOPICS INCLUDE:

• Structuring a partnership
• Developing a joint research agenda
• Developing data sharing agreements
• Communicating research and engaging stakeholders
• Staffing and training
• Funding partnership work
• Evaluating partnerships for impact and improvement
• Resources for funders
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